The implications of loglinear models based on underlying uniform and binomial distribution are assessed with respect to modeling eight distributions. Regarding statistical selection of the loglinear models' parameterizations, results indicate that better fitting models are obtained when the distribution being modeled is dissimilar to the underlying distribution used. For loglinear models with predetermined numbers of parameters, results suggest that better fitting models can be obtained when the distribution being modeled is similar to the underlying distribution.
Introduction
Loglinear models are used to estimate the distributions of discrete data that occur in applied research involving political questionnaires, biomedical data and psychometric testing (Agresti, 2002; Bishop, Fienberg & Holland, 1975; Holland & Thayer, 2000; Kolen & Brennan, 2004) . The choice of most interest when selecting a plausible loglinear model for a particular discrete distribution is usually the number of moments of the observed distribution to preserve in the modeled distribution. A less familiar choice pertains to the distribution that underlies the loglinear model, which is obtained when most or all of the loglinear model's parameters are set to zero. This study considers the implications of using different underlying distributionsspecifically uniform and binomial distributionsfor loglinear models of discrete distributions. x , or as used in this study, the more numerically stable and less collinear orthogonal polynomials. When maximum likelihood estimation is used for model 1 then the estimation results in the first derivative of the log-likelihood being set to zero, or,
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where i n is the observed frequency of the i th category value of X and N is the total sample size. Equation 2 implies that the first K moments of X's observed distribution will be preserved in the loglinear model's distribution (Agresti, 2002; Holland & Thayer, 2000 
where π is a function of the mean of X,
, and a function of 1 x and a parameter based on the mean, π , the probability of obtaining a particular value of X is a variate from a binomial distribution based on I x trials and success probability π .
Assessing the Role of the Loglinear Model's Underlying Distribution in Models of Population Distributions The role of the underlying distribution used in loglinear models has not been extensively studied. The focus of loglinear modeling applications to psychometric test score distributions tends to be on fitting several of the observed distributions' moments -that is, more than three (Holland & Thayer, 2000; Kolen & Brennan, 2004) ; thus, the relatively simple uniform and binomial distributions underlying the fitted distributions have not received much attention. It is possible, however, that the uniform and binomial distributions underlying the models that fit observed distributions have subtle influences on the overall fit of the loglinear model.
To illustrate the influence of uniform and binomial distributions, consider how loglinear models based on each distribution fit eight different population distributions. Table 1 shows the eight population distributions of X variables with 10 categories. Six of the population distributions were obtained from Steele and Chasling's (2006) values) compared to models that fit K = 0, 1 and 2 moments, however, the loglinear model's underlying distribution appears to moderate the influence of K.
For population distributions more similar to the uniform distribution (i.e., the uniform, decreasing, step, triangular and platykurtic population distributions), models based on an underlying uniform distribution can closely fit the population distributions with fewer moments than those required by models based on an underlying binomial distribution (Figures 1, 3, 5, 7 & 9 vs. Figures 2, 4, 6, 8 & 10) . For population distributions similar to the binomial distribution (i.e., the leptokurtic, binomial and under-dispersed binomial population distributions), models based on an underlying binomial distribution can closely fit the population distributions with fewer moments than those required by models based on an underlying uniform distribution (Figures 11, 13 & 15 vs. Figures 12, 14 & 16) .
Methodology
To better understand the implications of results shown in Figures 1-16 , a series of simulations was conducted. For the simulations of interest, 1,000 datasets of sample sizes 30, 100 and 1,000 were drawn from each of Table 1 's population distributions. For each of the randomly drawn datasets, loglinear models were fit based on an underlying uniform distribution with K = 0-4, and also based on an underlying binomial distribution with K = 1-4. For models reflecting one of the two underlying distributions, the K values were selected based on nested Chi-square tests for differences in models' G 2 statistics (Haberman, 1974) and also on minimizing models' AIC statistics (Akaike, 1981) .
To consider the influence of the underlying distribution for situations similar to what might be encountered in psychometric testing practice, where the moments to be fit in a test score distribution might be predetermined rather than statistically selected, modeling results were also produced by always fitting K = 4 moments based on the both the uniform and the binomial distributions. The results of interest for each combination of sample size, underlying distribution and moment selection method were the percentages of datasets where specific K values were selected, the mean K values across all 1,000 datasets and the average model fit (i.e., mean G 2 values) across all 1,000 datasets.
Results Simulation results are summarized in Tables 2-9 . Each table presents the simulation results for one of Table 1 's eight population distributions; rows show the simulation results for a specific combination of sample size (30, 100 or 1,000), underlying distribution (the uniform or binomial distribution) and selection method for K (G 2 , AIC, or K = 4). Each row's results show the percentage of moments (K) selected in the 1,000 simulated datasets, the mean of the selected K's and the mean model fit (mean G 2 ). Because the percentages in Tables 2-9 are presented in rounded form, they do not always sum to exactly 100% within each row.
Some results shown in Tables 2-9 have been shown elsewhere (Moses & Holland, 2010) . K selections based on the AIC result in larger K values than selections based on the G 2 . Selections based on sample sizes of 1,000 result in larger K values than selections based on smaller sample sizes. Models with larger K values fit the sample distributions more closely; that is, they result in smaller G 2 . Tables 2-9 show that the influences of the G 2 and AIC selection strategies and the sample sizes are moderated by how closely the loglinear model's underlying distribution reflects the population distribution. For population distributions that closely reflect the uniform distribution (i.e., the uniform and decreasing population distributions, Tables 2-3), using the uniform distribution results in AIC and G 2 model selections with smaller mean K values and larger mean G 2 values than using the binomial distribution. These results were also partially obtained for the step population distribution (Table 4 , N =30 and 100), the triangular population distribution (Table 5 , N =30), and the leptokurtic population distribution (Table 7 , N =30 and 100). (Table 6) .
When loglinear models were fit with each underlying distribution using a predetermined K = 4, rather than a statistically selected K value, the results depended on how closely the underlying distribution reflected the population distribution. For the uniform, decreasing, step and triangular population distributions (Tables 2-5) , the use of a predetermined K value of 4 resulted in slightly smaller mean G 2 values with the uniform distribution than the binomial distribution. For the platykurtic, leptokurtic, binomial and underdispersed binomial population distributions (Tables 6-9) , the use of a predetermined K value of 4 resulted in slightly smaller mean G 2 values with the binomial distribution than the uniform distribution.
Conclusion
The results of this study show that the loglinear model's underlying distribution has a smallbut real -effect in modeling discrete distributions. This effect depends on the population distribution and on how the number of moments is determined. For models fitting a predetermined number of moments, this study shows that the use of a binomial underlying distribution can result in better fits for distributions that are similar to the binomial distribution, whereas the use of a uniform underlying distribution can result in better fits for distributions similar to the uniform distribution.
For the statistical selection of loglinear models in sample distributions, results suggest that using a distribution less similar to the distribution being modeled (e.g., using the binomial as the underlying distribution for uniformly distributed populations and samples) results in more moments being chosen and slightly better model fit. The implications for modeling distributions more likely to resemble binomial distributions than uniform distributions (e.g., psychometric tests) are that better fitting models can be statistically selected when using an underlying uniform distribution, and better fitting models for a predetermined number of moments can be obtained using an underlying binomial distribution.
Results obtained herein are useful replications and extensions of other studies that have assessed statistical power for detecting departures from uniform distributions (Choulakian, Lockhart & Stephens, 1994; Pettitt & Stephens, 1977; Steele & Chaseling, 2006) . This study also showed that the likelihood ratio (G 2 ) selection strategy had relatively moderate power levels and the AIC selection strategies had relatively high power levels compared to the strategies considered in Steele and Chaeseling's study (i.e., the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, nominal Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, Anderson-Darling, Pearson Chi-square and Watson's tests). Similar to the prior studies, this study found that power is higher when the underlying distribution is less similar to the distribution being modeled. This study extends prior power studies by considering Type I error, where this study shows that Type I error rates were closer to 5% for the G 2 selection strategy than the AIC selection strategy. The more controlled Type I error rates of the G 2 selection strategy were observed both for the uniform distribution (underlying and population, Table 2 ) and also for the binomial distribution (underlying and population, Table 8 ). This study's findings that the G 2 and AIC selection strategies' Type I error and power tendencies for assessing binomial distributions are similar to those for assessing uniform distributions also extend prior studies that have primarily focused on detecting departures from uniform distributions. Results suggest that future studies considering loglinear models' underlying distributions would be useful for comparing other distributions and statistical selection strategies.
